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SUMMARY

With the growing complexity of computer-based systems, their graphical user interfaces have also become
more complex. Accordingly, the test and analysis process becomes more tedious and costly. This paper
introduces a holistic view of fault modelling that is carried out as a complementary step to system modelling,

enabling a scalability of the test process, and providing considerable potential for automation. Event-based
notions and tools are used to generate and select test cases systematically. The elements of the approach are
illustrated and validated by a case study. This paper does not claim to introduce a novel theoretic approach;
rather, it makes use of graph-theoretic results for a practical and simple, but nevertheless powerful, view of
modelling, analysis and testing of graphical user interfaces. Copyright c© 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In terms of behavioural patterns, the relationship between a system and its environment, e.g. the user,

can be described as proactive, reactive or interactive. In the proactive case, the system generates the

stimuli which evoke the activity of its environment. In the reactive case, the system behaviour evolves

through its responses to stimuli generated by its environment. Most human–machine interfaces are

nowadays interactive in the sense that the user and the system can be both proactive and reactive.

When developing interactive systems, construction of the user interactions deserves special care,

and should be handled separately because it requires different skills, and maybe different techniques

than construction of common software. This fact has been recognized very early, defining a
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User Interaction Management System that can be independent of the application, graphics package,

etc. [1]. The present paper will focus on the user interface (UI), especially on specification and

validation aspects of the system behaviour and its collaboration with the user. Today UIs are usually

implemented graphically; this paper will concentrate on graphical user interfaces (GUIs); UI and GUI

will be used interchangeably.

The design part of the UI development needs a good understanding of the user and his/her needs,

while the implementation part requires familiarity with the technical equipment, e.g. programming

platform, language, etc. [2,3]. Testing requires both a good understanding of user requirements, and

familiarity with the technical equipment. This paper is about UI testing; more precisely, testing of

the software that implements the UI. To some extent, analysis aspects will also be covered as testing

and analysis usually belong together. Apart from GUI testing, the approach can be deployed for user-

centred testing and analysis of any human–computer system including reactive systems, e.g. Internet

applications, vending machines, CD players, etc. [4].

When observing an interactive human–machine system, depending on the expectations of the user

concerning the system behaviour, a distinction is to be made between desirable and undesirable

situations, or events. The set of desirable events defines the system properties. Any deviation from

the expected behaviour amounts to an undesirable situation. Alongside the desirable system behaviour,

for a holistic approach, it is necessary to also consider the undesirable behaviour of the system as a

complementary view.

Based on previous work by Belli [4] and by White et al. [5], this paper introduces a holistic view of

fault modelling that requires an additional, complementary step to system modelling. Thus, both the

desirable and undesirable behaviour of the system is specified at the same level of design granularity.

In other words, intended and unintended usage scenarios will be generated to check both that system

behaviour is in compliance with the user’s expectations and that faults are handled properly. This is

one of the important contributions of the approach presented in this paper. For modelling, the approach

merges the notions of state, input, and output to events. This event-based view is more convenient for

a tester because he or she is not primarily interested in internal states of the system under test (SUT),

but rather in events that can externally be observed, perceived and evaluated. This view has several

advantages which are explained in the next section.

Testing is usually carried out by applying test cases to the SUT. While constructing test cases, one

generally has to produce meaningful test inputs and then to determine the expected system outputs for

these inputs. Accordingly, to generate test cases for a UI, one first has to identify the test objects and

test objectives. The test objects are the instruments for the input, e.g. screens, windows, icons, menus,

pointers, commands, function keys, alphanumerical keys, etc. The objective of a test is to generate

the expected system behaviour as an output by means of well-defined test input. In a broader sense, the

test object is the SUT; the objective of the test is to gain confidence in the SUT.

Test inputs of the GUI usually represent sequences of GUI object activities and/or selections that

will operate interactively with the objects (interaction sequences (ISs) [6]; see also [7], event sequences

(ESs)). Such an interactive sequence is complete (CIS, see [6]), if and only if it eventually produces

the desirable system response. A major problem is the unique distinction between correct and faulty

events (the oracle problem). The approach represented here exploits the concept of CIS to handle the

oracle problem in an effective manner. This is another contribution of the paper.

During the testing of a SUT by a set of test cases, the test results can be satisfactory; yet this success

is limited to the exercised test cases. Therefore, for the quality judgement of the SUT one needs
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further quantitative arguments for the adequacy of the test cases and test process, usually achieved

by well-defined coverage criteria [8]. The most well known coverage criteria are based either on

structural issues of the SUT (implementation-oriented/white-box testing), or its behavioural, functional

description (specification-oriented/black-box testing), or both, if both implementation and specification

are available (hybrid/grey-box testing). Further, additional criteria are needed to control the test process

and judge the effectiveness of the test cases, and to determine the point in time at which to stop testing

(the test termination problem).

The approach introduced in this paper is specification oriented. For a systematic, scalable [9]

generation and selection of test sequences, and accordingly, for test termination, the notion of coverage

of event sequences of a given length of the graphical representation of the SUT is introduced.

This graphical representation is called an event sequence graph (ESG) and has several advantages.

First, it enables an incremental refinement (see also [10,11]) of the specification which may be rough

and rudimentary at the beginning, or even non-existent. Second, the approach can also be deployed in

implementation-oriented testing, e.g. using the implementation (source code) as a concise description

of the SUT as the ultimate specification, and its control flow diagram (see also [12]).

The merits of the approach are summarized as follows.

• It is holistic in the sense that both intended (i.e. correct) and unintended (i.e. exceptional) usage

scenarios are generated. This enables checking both that system behaviour is in compliance with

the user’s expectations and that faults are handled properly.

• The notion of complete interaction sequences is systematically explored to handle the oracle

problem in an effective and scalable manner.

• Especially in cases where no system specification and design specification are available for test

generation, the approach suggests event sequence graphs which can be simply and incrementally

created from user manuals or system descriptions. This is very convenient especially for testing

off-the-shelf commercial systems.

• The approach can also be deployed both in specification-oriented testing and implementation-

oriented testing.

• It is not limited to GUI testing and can be deployed for any user-centred testing.

These are aspects that have not often been uniformly handled by a single, integrating approach as

achieved by this paper.

Section 2 summarizes related work. Theoretical background, fault modelling and test concepts are

introduced in Section 3. The test platform and SUT of the case study are described in Section 4, the

results of which are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper, summarizing the results and

planned future work.

The results of the work presented here are novel, including the validation and empirical analysis, and

lead to an integrated, holistic methodology to generate and select test cases in the sense of a meaningful

criterion.

2. RELATED WORK

Methods based on finite-state automata (FSA) have been used for almost four decades for modelling

and validation of complex systems, e.g. for conformance testing [13–15], as well as for specification
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and testing of system behaviour [14,16,17]. Shehady and Siewiorek [18] and White et al. [5] both

introduced an FSA-based method for GUI testing, and the latter work included a convincing empirical

study to validate the approach. This model has been extended to consider not only the desirable

situations, but also the undesirable ones [4]. This strategy is quite different from the combinatorial

ones, e.g. pairwise testing, which requires that for each pair of input parameters of a system, every

combination of these parameters’ valid values must be covered by at least one test case. This is, in

most practical cases, not feasible [19,20].

A similar fault model as given by Belli [4] is used in the mutation analysis and testing approach

which systematically and stepwise modifies the SUT using mutation operations [21]. This approach has

been well understood, is widely used and, thus, has become quite popular. Although originally applied

to implementation-oriented unit testing, mutation operations have also been extended to be deployed

at more abstract, higher levels, e.g. integration testing, state-based testing, etc. [22]. Once applied

to the graphical representation of a SUT, mutation operations can be viewed as elements of the

complementing steps of the event sequence graphs, as introduced in Section 3. Such operations have

also been independently proposed by other authors, e.g. ‘state control faults’ for fault modelling

by Bochmann and Petrenko [13], or for ‘transition-pair coverage criterion’ and ‘complete sequence

criterion’ by Delamaro et al. [22]. However, the latter two notions have been precisely introduced by

Belli [4] and by White and Almezen [6], respectively, prior to the work of Offutt et al. [17], where they

also appeared.

Another state-oriented approach, based on the traditional SCR (Software Cost Reduction) method,

has been described by Gargantini and Heitmeyer [23]. This approach uses model checking [24]

(which can identify negative and positive scenarios) to generate test cases automatically from formal

requirements specifications, using well known coverage metrics for test case selection. A different

approach for GUI testing has been recently published by Memon et al. [25,26], which deploys methods

of knowledge engineering to generate test cases, test oracles, etc., and to handle the test termination

problem: from a knowledge engineering point of view, the testing of a GUI system represents a typical

planning problem that can be solved using a goal-driven strategy [26]. Given a set of operators, an

initial state and a goal state, the planner is expected to produce a sequence of operators that will change

the initial state to the goal state. For the GUI testing problem described above, this means that the test

sequences have to be constructed dependent upon both the desirable, correct events and the undesirable,

faulty events.

There have also been other GUI testing papers from this research group. Memon et al. [27] have

also written a more general paper on GUI testing that emphasizes coverage criteria involving events

and event sequences. They decompose the GUI system into components and emphasize a hierarchy

of interacting components in their generated tests. Thus, the tests can be viewed as a hierarchy as

well. They have provided a case study showing the correlation between this coverage criterion and that

of the underlying code coverage. A more recent paper [28] has shown how a more streamlined GUI

testing method can be used for regression testing. Both approaches, i.e. those of Memon et al. and of

Gargantini and Heitmeyer, use some heuristic methods to cope with the state explosion problem.

The approach presented in this paper is event based and has certain affinities with the finite-

state-based approaches. First, finite, sequential processes are modelled. Second, directed graphs,

i.e. ESGs, are used for modelling; these are related to state-transition diagrams of finite-state automata.

The advantage of the event-based approach introduced in this paper stems from its simplicity of

modelling for users, especially those from industry, perhaps with little experience of automata theory.
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This fact enables broad acceptance of the approach as has been experienced with partners in

practice [4]. Apart from the simplification of the modelling process, there are also advantages from

the theoretical side as the following examples might demonstrate.

To construct test sets for the coverage of event sequences, well known algorithms for solving

the transition tour problem of conformance testing, e.g. the approach of Aho et al. to handle the

Chinese Postman Problem [29–31], have been utilized. However, these algorithms in their original

version might not be appropriate for handling GUI testing problems, because the complexity of the

optimization problem for GUI testing is considerably lower, as summarized in Section 3, based on the

work of Belli [4].

Furthermore, for testing GUIs, existing methods of conformance testing, e.g. the W method of

Chow [14], could be considered. There are, however, significant differences between the goals and

assumptions of the W method and the approach presented in this paper. First, conformance testing

generates tests to detect faults clearly defined by some hypotheses, e.g. transition errors, missing, or

extra states. The approach in this paper generates test cases to cover the ESG. Second, the W method

assumes two models are available, i.e. the system model and the design model. These two models are

then compared. The first model is required to be correct, the second one is to be checked against the

correct model. The approach in this paper supposes the existence of only one model that describes the

correct behaviour of the system. This model is exploited to generate tests to check the real, implemented

SUT, i.e. the SUT is tested against its specification. Third, conformance testing assumes the system

under consideration behaves deterministically and is completely specified by a finite-state automaton.

These assumptions are not necessarily fulfilled by GUIs; therefore, they are not made by the approach

presented in this paper.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

As already mentioned, this work uses event sequence graphs (ESGs) to represent the system behaviour

and, moreover, the facilities from the user’s point of view while interacting with the system. Basically,

an event is an externally observable phenomenon, such as an environmental or a user stimulus, or a

system response, punctuating different stages of system activity. It is clear that such a representation

disregards the detailed internal behaviour of the system, which is given by means of its different states

and, hence, an ESG is a more abstract representation compared with, for example, a state transition

diagram (STD) or finite-state automaton (FSA) [32,33]. In the following subsections, the notions used

in the approach are formally introduced.

3.1. Preliminaries

Definition 1. An event sequence graph ESG = (V ,E) is a directed graph where V �= ∅ is a finite set of

vertices (nodes), E ⊆ V ×V is a finite set of arcs (edges), and �,Ŵ ⊆ V are finite sets of distinguished

vertices with ξ ∈ �, and γ ∈ Ŵ, called entry nodes and exit nodes, respectively, wherein ∀v ∈ V there

is at least one sequence of vertices 〈ξ, v0, . . . , vk〉 from each ξ ∈ � to vk = v and one sequence of

vertices 〈v0, . . . , vk, γ 〉 from v0 = v to each γ ∈ Ŵ with (vi , vi+1) ∈ E, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1 and

v �= ξ, γ .
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Figure 1. An ESG with a as entry and b as exit and pseudo vertices [ , ].

�(ESG), Ŵ(ESG) represent the entry nodes and exit nodes of a given ESG, respectively. To mark the

entry and exit of an ESG, all ξ ∈ � are preceded by a pseudo vertex [ /∈ V and all γ ∈ Ŵ are followed

by another pseudo vertex ] /∈ V .

The semantics of an ESG is as follows. Any v ∈ V represents an event. For two events v, v′ ∈ V ,

the event v′ must be enabled after the execution of v if and only if (v, v′) ∈ E.

The operations on identifiable components of the UI are controlled and/or perceived by input/output

devices, i.e. elements of windows, buttons, lists, checkboxes, etc. Thus, an event can be a user input or

a system response; both of them are elements of V and lead interactively to a succession of user inputs

and expected desirable system outputs.

Definition 2. Let V , E be defined as in Definition 1. Then any sequence of vertices 〈v0, . . . , vk〉 is

called an event sequence (ES) if (vi , vi+1) ∈ E, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1.

Note that the pseudo vertices [ , ] are not included in the ESs. An ES = 〈vi , vk〉 of length 2 is called an

event pair (EP). Accordingly an event triple (ET), event quadruple (EQ), etc. can be defined.

Example 1. For the ESG given in Figure 1, V = {a, b, c}, � = {a}, Ŵ = {b}, and E =

{(a, c), (a, b), (b, c), (c, b)}. Note that arcs from pseudo vertex [, and to pseudo vertex ], are not

included in E.

Furthermore, α (initial) and ω (end) are functions to determine the initial vertex and end vertex of an

ES, e.g. for ES = 〈v0, . . . , vk〉, the initial vertex and the end vertex are α(ES) = v0, ω(ES) = vk ,

respectively. For a vertex v ∈ V , N+(v) denotes the set of all successors of v, and N−(v) denotes the

set of all predecessors of v. Note that N−(v) is empty for an entry ξ ∈ �, and N+(v) is empty for an

exit γ ∈ Ŵ.

Finally, the function l (length) of an ES determines the number of its vertices. In particular, if

l(ES) = 1 then ES = 〈vi 〉 is an ES of length 1.

Note that the pseudo vertices [ and ] are not considered in generating any ESs. Neither are they

considered in determining the initial vertex, end vertex, and length of ESs.

Example 2. For the ESG given in Figure 1, bcbc is an ES of length 4 with the initial vertex b and end

vertex c.

Definition 3. An ES is a complete ES (or, it is called a complete event sequence, CES), if α(ES) = ξ ∈

� is an entry and ω(ES) = γ ∈ Ŵ is an exit.

Copyright c© 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. 2006; 16:3–32
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Figure 2. Refinement of a vertex v and its embedding in the refined ESG.

Example 3. acb is a CES of the ESG given in Figure 1. CESs represent walks from the entry of the

ESG to its exit realized by the form

(initial) user inputs → (interim) system responses → · · · → (final) system response

Note that a CES may invoke no interim system responses during user–system interaction, i.e. it may

consist of consecutive user inputs and a final system response.

Definition 4. Given an ESG, say ESG1 = (V1, E1), a vertex v ∈ V1, and an ESG, say ESG2 =

(V2, E2), then replacing v by ESG2 produces a refinement of ESG1, say ESG3 = (V3, E3) with

V3 = V1 ∪ V2\{v}, and E3 = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ Epre ∪ Epost\E1replaced (\ is the set difference operation),

wherein Epre = N−(v) × �(ESG2) (connections of the predecessors of v with the entry nodes of

ESG2), Epost = Ŵ(ESG2) × N+(v) (connections of exit nodes of ESG2 with the successors of v), and

E1replaced = {(vi, v), (v, vk )} with vi ∈ N−(v) and vk ∈ N+(v) (replaced arcs of ESG1).

As Figure 2 illustrates, every predecessor of vertex v of the ESG of higher level abstraction points to

the entries of the refined ESG. By analogy, every exit of the refined ESG points to the successors of

v. The refinement of v in its context within the original ESG of higher level abstraction contains no

pseudo vertices [ and ] because they are only needed for the identification of entries and exits of the

ESG of a refined vertex.

Example 4. In Figure 3 the refinement of the vertex a of ESG1 is given as ESG2. ESG3 is the resulting

refinement of ESG1. Note that the pseudo vertices [ and ] of ESG2 are not included in ESG3.

More precisely, ESG1 is given as V1 = {a, b, c}, E1 = {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, b)}. In the refinement,

i.e. ESG2 of a, the predecessors and successors are N−(v) = { }, N+(v) = {b, c} and the refinement

of ESG2 is given by V2 = {a1, a2, a3}, E2 = {(a1, a2), (a1, a3), (a2, a3), (a3, a2)}, �(ESG2) = {a1}

and Ŵ(ESG2) = {a2, a3}. The resultant ESG3 is represented by

V3 = V1 ∪ V2\{v} = {a, b, c} ∪ {a1, a2, a3}\{a} = {b, c, a1, a2, a3}

Copyright c© 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. 2006; 16:3–32
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Figure 3. A refinement of the vertex a of the ESG given in Figure 1.

and

E3 = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ Epre ∪ Epost\E1replaced

= {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c), (c, b)} ∪ {(a1, a2), (a1, a3), (a2, a3), (a3, a2)} ∪ { } ∪ {(a2, b), (a2, c),

(a3, b), (a3, c)}\{(a, b), (a, c)}

= {(b, c), (c, b), (a1, a2), (a1, a3), (a2, a3), (a3, a2), (a2, b), (a2, c), (a3, b), (a3, c)}

3.2. Fault model and test terminology

System malfunctions are manifest in the form of failures, thus affecting the ability of the system

to perform its functions. A failure can be realized, or triggered, by a fault as an incorrect, thus an

undesirable, event during the execution of the system. A fault can eventually be traced back to a human

action, or inaction, leading to an incorrect and, thus, an undesirable result. Though there is a cause–

effect relationship [34] between them, the terms ‘error’ and ‘fault’ are often used synonymously as the

cause of a ‘failure’. The purpose of any test effort is to force an error/fault (lying at the root of the

above chain) to show up as a failure, i.e. as a situation that cannot be hidden from the environment,

especially from the user of the system.

Faults are differentiated in this paper by two categories, as also described by White and Almezen [6]:

defects are serious departures from specified behaviour; surprises are user-recognized departures from

expected behaviour. A surprise behaviour is not explicitly indicated in the specification of the UI;

it should, however, be perceived by some users as a disturbing or disappointing behaviour of the system.

However, it cannot be emphasized strongly enough that for UI systems, because of sensitive usability

issues, many surprises might well be considered more serious than some defects.

The approach introduced in this paper assumes that there is no user error, i.e. upon a faulty user

input the system has to inform the user, and, wherever possible, point him or her properly in the right

direction in order to reach the anticipated desirable situation. Due to this requirement, a complementary
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Figure 4. ESG of Figure 1, its completion ÊSG and inversion ESG, with ESG = ÊSG\ESG.

view is necessary to consider potential user errors in the modelling of the system (see also the works

of Gaudel [35] and Koufareva et al. [36]).

Definition 5. For an ESG = (V ,E), its completion is defined as ÊSG = (V , Ê) with Ê = V × V .

Definition 6. The inverse (or complementary) ESG is then defined as ESG = (V , Ē) with Ē = Ê\E.

Figure 4 illustrates the definition of ÊSG, which can be systematically constructed in three steps.

• Add arcs in the opposite direction wherever only one-way arcs exist.

• Add self-loops to vertices wherever none exist.

• Add two-way arcs between vertices wherever no arcs connect them. Note that they are drawn

bi-directional.

ESG (the inversion of the ESG) consists of arcs that will be added to the ESG to construct the ÊSG

(completion of the ESG).

Definition 7. Any EP of the ESG is a faulty event pair (FEP) for the ESG.

Example 5. ca of the given ESG in Figure 4 is a FEP.

Definition 8. Let ES = 〈v0, . . . , vk〉 be an event sequence of length k + 1 of an ESG and FEP =

〈vk, vm〉 a faulty event pair of the corresponding ESG. The concatenation of the ES and FEP then

forms a faulty event sequence FES = 〈v0, . . . , vk, vm〉.

Example 6. For the ESG given in Figure 4, bca is an FES of length 3.

Definition 9. An FES is complete (or, it is called a faulty complete event sequence, FCES) if α(FES) =

ξ ∈ � is an entry. The ES as part of a FCES is called a starter.

Note that Definition 9 explicitly points out that a FCES does not finish at an exit, unlike a CES that

must finish at an exit.

Example 7. For the ESG given in Figure 4, the FEP ca of the ESG can be completed to form the FCES

acbca by using the ES acbc as a starter. Note that the [ is not included in the FCES as it is a pseudo

vertex.

Copyright c© 2005 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Softw. Test. Verif. Reliab. 2006; 16:3–32
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n := number of the functional units (modules) of the system that fulfill a well-defined task

length := required length of the test sequences

FOR function 1 TO n DO

BEGIN

Generate the corresponding ESG and ESG
FOR k:=2 TO length DO

BEGIN

Cover all ESs of length k by means of CESs
END

Cover all FEPs by means of FCESs
END

Apply the test set to the SUT
Observe the system output to determine whether a correct system response or a faulty event occurs

Algorithm 1. Test process.

The starter acbc in Example 7 is arbitrarily chosen, and hence the variation in length of an FCES is

always attributable to starters prior to this special FEP under consideration. The result is then FCESs

of various lengths. Thus, the ‘length’ in the test process primarily relates to the CESs.

3.3. Test process

As already mentioned in Section 1, a major problem in testing is the determination of correct and faulty

situations upon inputs (the oracle problem [25,37]). The approach introduced in this paper uses event

sequences, more precisely CESs and FCESs, as test inputs. If the input is a CES, the SUT is supposed

to accept this input and produce a desirable behaviour that is well defined prior to testing; thus the test

succeeds. Accordingly, if a FCES is used as a test input, the SUT is supposed to refuse this input and

produce a warning. The latter case represents an exception that must be properly handled by the system

in order to avoid undesirable failures.

Definition 10. A test case is an ordered pair of an input and an expected output of the SUT. Any number

of test cases can be extended to a test set.

The test process is summarized by the given Algorithm 1. The approach assumes that the system is

modularly structured, e.g. having n units. Each of these units fulfills a task that can be modelled by

an ESG.

The coverage-oriented test process of the approach leads to test cases which exercise the specified

functions of the implemented SUT with the goal of covering these functions. This coverage must be,

of course, economical in terms of the number of test cases. Therefore, a stopping rule for test case

generation is needed. This is given in Algorithm 1 by the coverage of the event sequences of increasing

length, which is determined by analysing the model.
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3.4. Test configuration and test cost

The number and length of the event sequences are the primary factors that influence the cost of the

test process. In order to compare the costs of different test configurations by a case study (see the next

section), a precise definition of these notions is necessary.

Definition 11. A test configuration is defined as a quintuple (lmax, #ESi , lcov, #CES, β) with:

• lmax as the given maximum length of the ESs to be covered;

• #ESi as the number of ESs of length i, with i = 2, 3, . . . , lmax;

• lcov as the sum of lengths of CESs to cover all ESs of up to a given maximum length lmax;

• #CES as the number of the CESs; and

• β ∈ R as the weight factor for conducting multiple tests.

These determine the test costs for ESs as

�ES := β ·

lmax∑

i=2

#ESi+

lmax∑

i=2

#ESi · i

and test costs for CESs as

�CES := β · #CES + lcov

One could consider the test costs of a test configuration to depend only on the number of tests; however,

this would neglect the length of the tests and the costs of restart/undo before conducting a new test.

The formulae �ES and �CES have been introduced to avoid this oversimplification.

The cost formulae �ES and �CES in Definition 11 have two terms. The first term determines the

maximum number of ESs (in �ES) and the maximum number of CESs (in �CES); the latter is the

maximum number of tests to be run. Thus, this first term reflects the test costs caused by restarting

the system before initiating another test (test multiplicity). However, a single test can cover several

ESs, even of different length. To adjust to a specific situation, the tester can vary the weight factor β.

Typically, β has the value 1 if the tester has no hint about the multiplicity of a planned series of tests.

The weight factor can be greater than 1 in order to reflect a situation with disproportionate costs for

restarting the system before a new test. The value of β can also be zero if the costs of the restart process

are negligible.

The second term in the cost formulae for �ES and �CES determines the total length of the test

sequences (ESs and CESs) that must be run which contribute the other part of the costs.

For the deployment of these and �CES in the case study (Section 4.1), the assumption is made that

each event and every restart have the same test costs, i.e. β = 1.

4. CASE STUDY

In this case study different test strategies are generated by varying the length and number of the event

sequences to be covered, and the type of the complete event sequences to cover them, i.e. CES or FCES.

Combinations of different variations lead to different test configurations and test costs. The benefit of

a test is measured by the number and severity of faults that have been revealed at increasing cost.
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Based on the notions of test configuration and test costs in Definition 11, a rudimentary cost–benefit

analysis enables the tester to justify the efficiency of the approach, i.e. to answer the following

questions.

• Is there a strong correlation between the length/number of the test cases and the number of faults

revealed?

• Is there a strong correlation between the kind of tests (based on CES versus FCES) and the

number of faults revealed?

• Is there a strong correlation between the length/number of test cases and the severity of the faults

revealed?

• Is there a strong correlation between the kind of tests (based on CES versus FCES) and the

severity of the faults revealed?

To sum up, the objective of the case study is to determine the increased test effort that arises in relation

to the length/number of ESs to be covered and to find out whether this additional test effort is rewarded

adequately by the revelation of additional errors. The data needed for this analysis will be collected

and evaluated by means of experiments carried out in accordance with the principles of software

experimentation [38,39].

4.1. Software under test

For the case study, RealJukebox (RJB) has been selected, more precisely the basic, English version of

RJB 2 (Build: 1.0.2.340) of RealNetworks. There are several reasons why RJB has been selected to be

the SUT. First, RJB is a commercial, popular application that is widely well known and accepted by a

great variety of users. Second, the selected SUT has been used over many years in different languages

and cultural contexts. Furthermore, RJB has been frequently updated and therefore, is mature and well

established. Last but not least, RJB makes comfortable use of dynamic window components in several

hierarchy levels. The basic configuration of the tested RJB consists of about 200 distinct components.

To sum up, choosing the RJB as the SUT avoided studying an ‘alpha’ version of a no-name product for

the case study with the present approach.

Figure 5 represents the main menu of the RJB of RealNetworks that is a personal music management

system. The user can build, manage, and play his or her individual digital music library on a personal

computer. At the top level, the GUI has a pull-down menu with the options File, Edit, etc. that invoke

other components. These sub-options have further sub-options, etc. There are still more window

components which can be used to traverse through the entries of the menu and sub-menus, creating

many combinations and accordingly, many applications.

In the absence of a manufacturer’s system specification, namely, a functional description of the RJB,

the help facilities and the handbook of the RJB are used to produce the references for construction

of the test cases and test scripts, based on CESs as desirable events. Those functions describe the

steps as to how to reach situations the user wants, i.e. desirable events in terms of system functions

(responsibilities). For this case study, 12 different functions of the SUT (Table I) were identified.

4.2. Test platform and test configuration

RJB was tested on two different PCs with different processors in order to detect and filter

likely permanent or transient errors within the hardware and/or system software in any one of
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Figure 5. GUI of RJB.

Table I. System functions as responsibilities of the system to interact with
the user.

1. Play and record a CD or track 7. Visualization
2. Create and play a playlist 8. Skins
3. Edit playlists and/or autoplaylists 9. Screen sizes
4. View lists and/or tracks 10. Different views of windows
5. Edit a track 11. Find music
6. Visit the sites 12. Configure RJB

these test environments. An assumption was made that it is very unlikely for the same system error

to occur in both PCs.

By means of running the tests on two different platforms, random errors were excluded that cannot

be reproduced. Thus, the reported errors are permanent ones and have been detected on both platforms

(and not on only one stochastically). Furthermore, they are reproducible in an effective manner,

provided that the system requirements specified in Table II are fulfilled.

The studied platforms are described in Table II. Both these platforms fulfill the system

requirements of the manufacturer; thus, compatibility and conformance problems can be excluded.

Significant characteristics were taken into account by considering the different options of run mode

that are listed in the system description. The options differ from each other in the RJB settings:
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Table II. Different test systems and their equipment.

System requirements System 1 System 2
of the manufacturer (test platform 1) (test platform 2)

Operating system Windows NT with Service
Pack 4

Windows NT with Service
Pack 4

Windows NT with Service
Pack 4

Computer
processing speed

Intel Pentium� 200 MHz Intel Pentium� 266 MHz Intel Pentium� 233 MHz

RAM (available) 32 MB 64 MB (9 MB) 64 MB (16 MB)
Graphics 16 bit colour video card

(800 × 600 resolution)
32 bit colour video card
(1024 × 768 resolution)

32 bit colour video card
(1024 × 768 resolution)

AutoPlay activated/deactivated, AutoRecord activated/deactivated. Any inconsistencies that

might occur during the testing have been carefully analysed, taking adjusted settings of the RJB into

account.

4.3. Modelling the UI of RJB

As a SUT, RJB was used intensively and different options were investigated in order to improve

understanding of the SUT in a stepwise fashion. At the same time, ESGs were produced and

incrementally extended in terms which started at a very rudimentary level. Thus, the system was studied

and the ESGs refined in accordance with Definition 4. Each of the further desirable events defines a

system function that must be completed and/or refined and represented in an ESG refined accordingly.

This modelling effort avoided a ‘trial and error’ way of random testing and enabled detection of many

intricate faults as the results depict in Section 5. In the following, the modelling process is summarized

for one of the system functions listed in Table I.

For representing user interactions, the vertices of the ESG are interpreted as the operations on

identifiable objects that can be perceived and controlled by input/output devices. Thus, an event can

be a user input as well as a system response that interacts with the next user input, triggering a new

output. The set of symbols of an ESG, which label the vertices, will be interpreted here as an event set.

In accordance with Figure 5, the ESG in Figure 6 represents the top-level GUI to enable the

interaction Play and Record a CD or Track via the main menu given in Figure 5. The user

can load a CD, select a track and play it. He or she can then change the mode, replay the track, or

remove the CD, load another one, etc. Figure 6 illustrates all sequences of user–system interactions to

realize likely operations the user might launch when using the system.

The ESGs of Figure 7 refine the vertices of the graph depicted in Figure 6. The refinement Select

track describes the alternative ways to select a track. Play track describes the variety of the

functions similar to those encountered in an ordinary cassette player. The sub-graph Mode describes

the different ways to control the operation, i.e. playing of the tracks. Any of the design levels can be

used to generate CESs, and thus test cases. As refined levels include more information, more test cases

can be generated by analysing those refined ESGs.
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Legend: 

[: Entry 

L: Load a CD 

S: Select track 

P: Play track 

M: Mode 

R: Remove CD 

]: Exit 

Figure 6. The system function Play and Record a CD or Track represented as an ESG.

Figure 7. Refinement of the vertices S, P and M of the ESG in Figure 6.

Each of the vertices of an ESG in Figures 6 and 7 represents user inputs which interact with the

system, leading eventually to events as system responses that are expected, i.e. correct situations.

Thus, each edge of the ESG represents a pair of subsequent legal events which was defined as an

event pair.

First, the ESG and its complement of the system function Play and Record a CD or

Track (Figure 8) is analysed. Example 8 lists the corresponding EPs of Figure 8.

Example 8. LS, LR, SP, SM, SR, PS, PP, PR, PM, MP, MS, MM, MR, RL, RM. As a next step of the

test case construction, CESs are generated as test inputs for the example sketched in Figure 8.
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Legend: 

[: Entry 

L: Load a CD 

S: Select track 

P: Play track 

M: Mode 

R: Remove CD 

]: Exit 

Figure 8. ESG and its complement ESG of the system function Play and Record a CD or Track.

Example 9. LSR, LR, LSPR, LSMR, LSR, LSPSR, LSPPR, LSPR, LSPMR, LSMPR, LSMSR, LSMMR,

LSMR, LRLR, LRMR. It is evident that some CESs have been generated multiple times using different

EPs, e.g. LSR by extending the LS to the right (by R) and SR to the left (by L). Elimination of this

redundancy leads to Example 10.

Example 10. LSR, LR, LSPR, LSMR, LSPSR, LSPPR, LSPMR, LSMPR, LSMSR, LSMMR, LRLR,

LRMR. The set of CESs given in Example 10 ensures that all EPs will be covered; it is, however,

not optimized as a set of test inputs.

The dashed lines in Figure 8 represent the FEPs of the function Play and Record a CD or

Track of the RJB; they will be listed in Example 11. Note here again some arcs are bi-directional,

e.g. LP and ML.

Example 11. LL, SL, LP, PL, LM, ML, SS, RP, RR, RS. Furthermore, each FEP can be extended to a

complete faulty event sequence FCES given as Example 12 by determining appropriate starters which

start at the entry. The starters in Example 12 are of minimal length to save test costs.

Example 12. LL, LP, LM, LSL, LSPL, LSPML, LSS, LSPMRP, LSPMRR, LSPMRS.

4.4. Tool support

To avoid tedious and error-prone manual work, the tool ‘GATE’ (Generation and Analysis of Test Event

sequences) was built. The tool accepts the adjacency matrix of the ESG and automatically generates

test inputs of the required length for a given ESG, i.e. ES, FES, CES, and FCES. As a first step, all ESs

of a given length are produced. The tool can also generate CESs of a given length which cover all ESs.

Furthermore, GATE determines the effectiveness of a given test case in terms of covered ESs. If no

length is explicitly given, the tool constructs a CES of minimal length that covers all ESs.

Figure 9 depicts the main frame window for test generation. For the example given in Figure 6,

GATE generates CESs of up to length 8 and ESs of up to length 4. The tester requires in this example

that loops be run twice. Furthermore, the weight factor β is set to 1.0 (see Definition 11). Figure 10

depicts the output of a test case set which is analysed in Figure 11.
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Figure 9. Test tool for test input generation for the ESG of Figure 6 (given by its adjacency matrix).

GATE generates ESs (or FESs) and CESs (or FCESs) of different length, depicted in the right and

left halves of Figure 10, respectively.

The results of the analysis of the ESG given in Figure 6 are summarized in Figure 11. The goal of the

analysis is the determination of the coverage ratio of ESs (column 2) by appropriate CESs (column 1)

in increasing order of their length. As an example, the first line (middle part of Figure 11) indicates that

100% of EPs (as ESs of length 2) are covered by CESs of length 5. These CESs however, only cover

57% of the ETs (as ESs of length 3). CESs of length 7 cover 100% of ESs of length up to 4. The bottom

part of Figure 11 calculates for ESs and CESs the number of test cases in accordance with Definition 11.

These ESs and CESs have been previously determined by the tool GATE as demonstrated in Figure 10.

Finally, the test costs are given in the bottom right column.

Another time-consuming and error-prone activity is given by tests that include long, routine

processes (test scripts) that are to be manually carried out by the tester. To perform such processes

automatically during the case study, the commercial tool WinRunner was deployed. This tool supports

not only the execution of test scripts, but also their generation in capture/replay mode (see Figure 12).

To enable a unique identification and retrieval of the GUI objects, it is necessary to start with

the same main frame window. All models that are produced in the case study exit in such main

frame windows which, in turn, enable a consecutive execution of the test cases. Accordingly, the

generated CESs realize meaningful applications and avoid the situations where several windows are

simultaneously kept open. In the case when a FCES is executed, the error message of WinRunner is

reported and the system is backtracked to the start state.
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Figure 10. Test cases generated for ES/FES and CES/FCES.

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDY

This section summarizes the results of the case study, starting with a brief overview of the tests

generated and executed, and faults detected, including some examples. Test characteristics are

determined and dependencies between them are made transparent. Finally, the findings are analysed

and discussed to come to a rationale for applying the approach in practice.

5.1. Overview

The number of CESs and FCESs depends on the extent of the connectivity of the ESG under

consideration. In the extreme case, when there is a bi-directional edge between every pair of vertices

and self loops at every vertex, only CESs can be generated, i.e. the set of FCESs is empty.

Table III depicts the generated number of test cases for each function from Table I sorted by length.

In Table IV different values are assigned to the weight factor β to take different levels of costs

of resuming the test process after performing a test into account (see Section 3.4, Definition 11).

It becomes apparent that the test cost reduction increases with:

• increasing length of covered ES; and

• increasing weight factor.
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Figure 11. Analysis of the generated test cases.

Table III. Test cases by the functions of Table I.

Function

Length of covered ES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

2 78 108 41 145 126 167 49 52 7 14 92 35
3 425 358 81 398 358 162 159 114 10 30 206 157
4 1918 1238 115 793 885 23 456 199 10 66 493 740
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Figure 12. Generated test script of a CES for the example RealJukebox.

Table IV. Test costs of ES and CES and their percentage reduction.

Length of Weight factor Test cost Test cost Reduction
covered ES β �ES �CES (%)

2 0 938 826 11.94
1 1407 985 29.99
2 1876 1144 39.02

3 0 4706 3384 28.09
1 5962 3854 35.36
2 7218 4324 40.09

4 0 16 414 10 865 36.00
1 19 341 11 890 38.52
2 22 268 12 915 42.00

This occurs if CESs are used as test inputs instead of ESs because CESs frequently cover several ESs

of a given length by one single test (see the last column of Table IV).

An overview of faults found subject to their sequence length is illustrated in Table V, which

summarizes the number of detected faults in the ESs to be covered by the total test cases from Table III.

It clearly shows that the detected faults by covering ESs of length 2 is a subset of the detected faults by

covering ESs of length 3, which is, in turn, a subset of the detected faults by covering ESs of length 4.
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Table V. Overview of faults found,
test cases and their distribution over

sequence length covered.

Length of Detected Additional
covered ES faults faults

2 44 +44
3 56 44 + 12
4 68 56 + 12

Table VI. Additional faults by function.

Function
Length of

covered ES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

2 28 0 5 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 2 0
3 3 0 0 2 1 0 3 2 0 0 1 0
4 1 0 3 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 1

Table VI shows the number of additional faults detected in different functions in terms of the length

of ESs that are to be covered. In Table VI, it is interesting to note that many faults were detected

in function 1, and yet not so many faults were detected in any of the other functions. Most notable

were functions 2, 9 and 10, in which no faults were detected at all. First of all, function 1, Play

and Record a CD or Track, corresponds to very high complexity, as can be seen from the

tests required in Table III and also in Figures 6 and 7. Yet by far the most faults (28) were detected by

just ESs of length 2; no other comparable number of faults is seen by any other function. Also many

other functions required more tests of length 2, but did not discover nearly this many faults (only five

faults for function 3 is the next largest number of faults for ESs of length 2). Function 2 has nearly

as many tests as function 1; but since this is logic just to create a playlist, there are clearly not as

many faults as in actually playing a CD or track. As for functions 3, 9 and 10, they are of much lower

complexity, and require far fewer tests than function 1.

It is worth mentioning that an additional 12 transient faults have been found during the testing

procedure. These faults have been detected randomly and on only one of the test systems; thus

they could not be reproduced on both test platforms (see Table II). Therefore, they are not included

in Tables V and VI, which contain only faults that can be reproduced anytime on either platform

exercising the same test case.

5.2. Detected faults

Table VII arbitrarily extracts some of the detected faults. The fault reproduction process is very simple.

As an example, in order to reproduce the fault number 1, one starts with the ‘Control’ option of the
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Table VII. Excerpt from the list of faults revealed by testing the system function number 1 of Table I.

No. Detected faults Test case

1 While recording, pushing the Forward button or Rewind button
stops the recording process without a due warning.

Record FF

2 If a track is selected but the pointer refers to another track,
pushing the Play button invokes playing the selected track; i.e.
the situation is ambiguous.

SelectTrack Play

3 Menu item Play/Pause does not lead to the same effect as the
control buttons that will be sequentially displayed and pushed
via the main window. Therefore, pushing Play on the control
panel while the track is playing stops the playing.

Play Play

4 Track position could not be set before starting the play of the
file.

TrackPosition Play

5 Record Shuffle does not activate shuffling, i.e. tracks will be
processed sequentially.

CheckOne++ Shuffle Record

6 If the track is in the Pause state and the Record button is pushed,
then the track will be played.

Play/Pause Play/Pause Record

7 The system jumps to a track that was not selected and terminates
the play-back although the selected tracks have not been
completely played.

Play/Pause FF FF FF

main menu of the RJB (see Figure 13) and subsequentially pushes the Record button and then the

FF button. In Figure 13, the dashed line with the label ‘1’ uniquely identifies this sequence of actions.

The other faults of Table VII can be reproduced in the same way.

Note that the faults numbered 2 and 5 are not included in Figure 13 as they are detected via the

completed ESGs of Figures 7(S) and 7(M). Due to space constraints, these completed ESGs are not

included in this paper.

5.3. Cost efficiency

Table VIII summarizes the number of test cases, their length and the corresponding faults, classified as

surprises and defects (for definitions, see Section 3.2).

The number of defects detected by test cases of length 3 and 4 increases notably slower in relation

to those of length 2. Since the faults are independent, these longer tests should still be executed, if the

test budget and time allow for this. Another reason why test cases of length 3 and 4 should be executed

is given by the likely severity of the ‘expensive’ faults, i.e. defects that can only be detected with these

longer, thus more ‘expensive’, tests. This situation is simple to explain: the longer the test procedure

lasts, the less populated the remaining faults become, while one might expect to detect more intricate

and subtle faults.

Figure 14 shows the detected defects and surprises against test length. Generally there are more

defects than surprises, specifically for test lengths of 2 and 3. Only at length 4 are there an equal

number of defects and surprises (see also Table VIII).
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Figure 13. FEP revealed faults in the sub-graph ‘Play track’ of Figure 7.

Table VIII. Test case costs and detected faults depending on the event sequence length.

Detected Detected Total Fault per
Length of faults faults number of test case

covered ES Test cases by CES by FCES detected faults Surprises Defects (efficiency)

2 914 24 20 44 16 28 4.8 × 10−2

3 2458 24 + 7 20 + 5 56 16 + 8 28 + 4 2.3 × 10−2

4 6936 31 + 4 25 + 8 68 24 + 10 32 + 2 0.9 × 10−2
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Figure 14. Detected defects and surprises depending on the event sequence length.

Figure 15. Detected faults by CES and FCES.

It is also interesting to note that FCES-based test cases really did deliver approximately the same

number of faults as the CES-based test cases (Figure 15). Again, it is concluded that the reason is

a poor design strategy for the GUI which concentrates on the realization of the desirable events and

neglects the handling of the undesirable ones.

Figure 16 combines and refines the results found in Figures 14 and 15. It can be observed that the

tests based on the CESs of length 4 and on FCESs of length 4 are very beneficial in detecting defects:

19 defects have been detected by tests based on FCESs of length 4 in relation to only six based on

FCESs of length 2! Thus, a clear tendency can be observed that an increasing number and length of
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Figure 16. Defects and surprises based on CES/FCES, depending on the event sequence length.

CES-based and FCES-based test cases lead to the detection of an increasing number of defects. Note,

however, that Figure 16 does not consider the number of necessary tests, i.e. test costs.

5.4. Time between failures

Upon the detection of a fault, it was analysed and categorized (surprise/defect, ES-/FES-based, length).

Then the system was restarted, i.e. recovered from the faulty state and the test process continued.

The manual part of the case study was carried out by two testers (students); this took about 2 weeks,

6 h a day. Thus, about 432 000 s were spent in executing 78 611 test cases, resulting in 5.5 s per

test. These figures, together with the approximate time points of the detected faults, have been used

as input to the reliability tool CASRE [40], selecting several models. It was found that the reliability

models Musa-Okumoto, Musa-Basic, Geometric, and Jelinski-Moranda correlated well with the data.

The best ‘goodness of fit’ could be achieved by a Geometric model, the results of which are depicted

in Figures 17(a) and 17(b) for the CESs and FCESs, respectively.

Note that the objective is not primarily to determine the reliability level of the SUT, but to produce

approximating curves for cumulative numbers of faults over time. The number of faults in Figures 17(a)

and 17(b) is greater than the real number because the repetitive occurrence of faults could not be

eliminated. The SUT could also not be corrected before testing it further.

In spite of these imprecise data, a tendency can be clearly observed by all invoked models: the test

cases based on CESs are considerably more cost-efficient than the ones based on FCESs, i.e. the test

costs per detected fault based on CESs are lower, indicating the fact that the SUT has a rudimentary

exception handling mechanism, even if not complete.
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Figure 17. (a) Time between failures based on the CESs of Figure 13. (b) Time between
failures based on the FCESs of Figure 13.

5.5. Interpretation and discussion of the results—lessons learned

Now, summarizing the observations of the test process when performing the case study and their

implications leads to the following major findings.

• The RJB that has been tested in this paper is a product that has matured over many years of

intensive and extensive deployment.

• The fact that so many faults could be detected in this product motivates the refinement and

improvement of this approach.

To sum up further results, Table VIII and Figures 16–18 clearly show the fact that CES-based tests

of length 2 are the most cost-effective in this approach, i.e. they detect faults at the lowest cost per

fault. In other words, there is a rapid fall-off in cost-effectiveness of length of the event sequences to

be covered as a consequence of the rapid rise in the number of test cases (a total of 914 tests to cover

ESs of length 2 for all 12 functions, whereas 6936 tests to cover their ESs of length 4; see Table VIII).

This finding can be explained by analysing the structure of the SUT: the number of CESs to cover ESs

that are longer than 2 primarily increases with the number of loops within the ESGs. In other words,

the more vertices of the ESG under consideration that are connected with each other, the larger is the

number of tests to cover ESs that are longer than 2.
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Figure 18. The cumulated number of detected faults in relation to the number of test cases.

On the other hand, tests which cover ESs of length 3 and 4 seem to detect more and intrinsic faults

(if any), however at considerably more cost per detected fault. Finally, CES-based tests are more cost-

efficient than those which are FCES-based.

Based on these observations, it is strongly recommended to start the test process with the CES-based

test cases of length 2, further continuing with the CES-based test cases of length 3 and 4 and finally

to start with the FCES-based test cases. If the cumulative number of the detected faults grows very

slowly, one can terminate the test process after execution of the CES-/FCES-based test cases to cover

the ESs of length 4 as further tests become very cost-ineffective. This really cannot be considered as

a tendency of ‘reliability growth’ because the detected faults were not corrected; they have just been

ignored; however, multiple counting of the same faults has been avoided.

The approach delivers a very simple, but nevertheless a cost-effective, stepwise and straightforward

test strategy, because the approach enables the enumeration of the test cases and, consequently,

the scalability of the test process.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work is intended to extend, refine and validate the approaches introduced previously [4,5,41,42]

by taking into account not only the desirable behaviour, but also the undesirable behaviour of a GUI.

This could be seen as the most important contribution of the present work, i.e. testing GUIs not

only through exercising them by means of test cases which show that the GUI is working properly

during routine operation, but also exercising potentially illegal events to verify that the GUI behaves

satisfactorily in exceptional situations. Moreover, having an exact terminology and an appropriate
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formal framework, one can now precisely scale the test process, justifying the cumulative costs that

must be in compliance with the test budget.

The fault model in this paper has been intentionally kept simple and differs from that of Chow [14]:

states, inputs and outputs of a FSA have been merged into the vertices that are interpreted as events.

ESs represent user interactions; an ES is complete (CES) if it produces desirable, well-defined and safe

system functionality.

The case study demonstrated the applicability of the approach, revealing the fact that CES-based

tests of length 2 are very cost-effective, having a high capability of detecting errors. Thus, the coverage

of the ESs and FESs of length 2 is a good starting point that can be followed by ESs of higher length.

The case study also demonstrated that the approach could efficiently be deployed, supported by a chain

of tools that are partly commercially available and partly self-developed.

The next step is to apply the approach to analyse and test safety features [43]; in this case the risks

originate from within the system due to potential failure and its spillover effects causing potentially

extensive damage to its environment. Another goal for future work is to design a defense action, which

is an appropriately enforced sequence of events, to prevent faults that could potentially lead to such

failures.

Problems of cost reduction are subjects of current research to extend the approach.

• Examine the value of the weight factor (β in Definition 11) where the reduction is minimum.

• Optimize the test sets (CESs and FCESs to cover ESs of a given length) that are to be constructed

with the algorithm ‘Test Process’ in Section 3.3.

• Consider the structure of the SUT to find heuristics that further reduce the test sets.

The introduced holistic approach, unifying the modelling of both the desirable and undesirable features

of the system to be developed, enables the adoption of the concept ‘design for testability’ in software

construction; this concept was initially introduced in the 1970s [44] for hardware. It is hoped that

further research will enable the adoption of this approach in more current modelling tools such

as statecharts [3,30,45], UML [46,47], etc. There are, however, some severe theoretical barriers,

necessitating further research to extend the algorithms developed in the ESG environment, mostly

caused by the explosion of additional vertices and states while completing the ESG in order to take

concurrency into account [48–50].
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